Appendix

A Quick Guide to Finding and
Comprehending Research Articles
in Developmental Biology

A

Research for Research
If you ask a scientist why they get up in the morning to do this work (or go to bed in
the morning as some experiments may require), a common response is for the thrill
of discovering new knowledge. But what knowledge is considered new? In order to
determine the next best questions to investigate, scientists must first understand what
the currently accepted ideas in the field may be—an understanding most certainly
requiring the analysis of the field’s scientific literature.
Throughout Developmental Biology, we encourage and provide numerous opportunities for you to move from the content and ideas in the textbook to the cutting-edge
research found in the scientific literature. This appendix is designed to offer a brief but
constructive guide both to finding relevant articles in the field of developmental biology
and to understanding how information is organized and presented in a research paper.
These are necessary skills for every scientist—skills that will provide you the keys to
unlocking our current understanding of how development works!

Finding the research
There is no better place to start your search for knowledge in developmental biology
than this textbook. We hope that Developmental Biology provides you with a single source
for a foundational understanding of the key concepts and overall state of thinking in
the field of developmental biology. However, the field is enormous, and it would be a
serious misconception to think that this textbook alone could cover it all. Additionally, in today’s world of ubiquitous access to information, it is ever more important to
understand how to navigate through this information strategically. Therefore, it will
be important for you to learn how to search through many different sources in ways
that help you find the most relevant information as efficiently as possible. The goal is
not only to review the state of the field, but also to identify what the most logical next
questions in the field may be. Only then can you have confidence that your coverage
of the material is complete.
We present here a suggested process for conducting research in the scientific literature (FIGURE A.1). When beginning this process, it is wise to first gain a broad exposure
to the different ideas surrounding your interests. You read that right: “your interests.”
There are few activities that allow you to truly follow your own path of curiosity, and
researching the scientific literature is one that is under your control—so enjoy the process and own it. The more prepared you are for this process, the more you will enjoy
it. Consider establishing a literal or virtual notebook designated to serve as a recorded
history of your journey. It is particularly helpful to establish some guiding questions
that can be used to evaluate the utility of a given source. For example:
• How does the limb form?
Whether you are motivated by an assignment in your course or by some surprising result from an experiment, start by broadly acquainting yourself with your topic
of interest (see Figure A.1, Broad level research). In the example above, you would
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FIGURE A.1 Searching for research
literature in Developmental Biology.

first need to review the basic anatomy and concepts governing limb development. As
mentioned earlier, this textbook would be a great place to start. Are you interested in
figuring out why our arms are different from our legs? Start with reading the chapter on
limb development. Visit a library for additional books on the broad topic. During your
exploration of these resources, note the aspects of this topic that pique your curiosity,
in order to identify refined subtopics within your broad interest. For example:
• What controls cell identities along the proximal to distal axis
that may underlie the differences between forelimbs and hindlimbs?
During this process, also identify keywords related to your subtopic(s). For example:
• Proximal-to-distal axis determination, forelimb, hindlimb, chick, mouse,
and hox genes
Once you are prepared with some foundational understanding of your topic and
a starting bank of keywords, you can conduct some general web-based searches. It is
always advisable to meet with your institution’s librarian and become acquainted with
the databases that may be available to you. As resources will differ between institutions, we will keep this guide focused on more generally available databases. The first
and most obvious resource is the web. Using your favorite search engine (e.g., Google),
enter some of your keywords to see what kinds of websites are discovered. Consider
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taking advantage of the different types of media filters, which can often help identify
great sources sometimes overlooked by unfiltered searches. For instance, an imagebased search might uncover a perfect schematic model of your topic that is linked to the
original article or to a website with highly relevant content. Most certainly you may find
the online resources of this textbook (which you should take advantage of), as well as
websites like Wikipedia. It is prudent to view general websites, including communitycurated sites like Wikipedia, as relatively superficial and potentially error-prone sources.
However, the goal at this stage of your literature investigation is to continue to build
a record of pertinent topics that could increase your comprehension of the subject and
guide your research toward more specific subtopics. Another way to filter your search
is to use the “Google Scholar” search function offered by Google. Although this usually isn’t the best way to explore the primary literature in developmental biology, it
can prove useful for uncovering pertinent articles that are sometimes missed by other
search methods.
At this point, if you have kept appropriate notes of your findings, you may find
that while the amount of information is still manageable it is steadily increasing. How
should you organize this information? One way is to create a visual representation of
the accumulating ideas. For example:
• Draw out a large “concept map” of your topic: Limb development →
proximodistal (sources) → hox genes (sources) → epigenetic regulation (sources).

• Consider using software like Google Slides, PowerPoint or Adobe Photoshop
to build your concept map, and include some pictures of the sources or relevant data so you can visually organize and experiment with how all these
ideas could fit together.
• Continue to refine your subtopics, filtering questions, and keywords: How do
wrists and hands form more anteriorly, while ankles and feet develop in the posterior part of our bodies? In other words, what are the different regulatory mechanisms
of hox gene expression that govern the differences between distal structures of the
forelimb and hindlimb?

Navigating the PubMed database
PubMed is the primary database we recommend for searching for research articles in
developmental biology (FIGURE A.2A; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed). PubMed
is a database for all life science publications, and developmental biology is well represented there. Going to PubMed with your framed ideas and keywords already in hand
will make it easier for you to make strategic queries and to refine the list of articles you
might want to look at more closely. As you march deeper into the literature research
process, we recommend first collecting related “review” articles on your topic (see Figure
A.1, Topic level research). A review article is a synopsis of a particular topic within a
field. These articles are usually written in relatively accessible language, and they provide an overarching summary of a given subtopic—the perfect next-step literature for
you to engage with as you continue to build your concept map and your knowledge. To
continue with our example, it would be unlikely for there to be a review article covering
all of limb development; instead, there would be reviews of more specific subtopics. For
instance, in May 2019, a search for “limb development and review” yielded 4863 articles!
That is too many, which is why your collected keywords are so important. A search for
“limb development and hox and review” yielded a much more manageable number of 69
articles—all reviews.
There are some real advantages to starting off your reading of the primary literature
with a few review articles. A review article frames the problem within the broader
scientific field, and also often identifies some of the most immediate questions that
researchers should contemplate trying to answer. Most importantly, statements made
in reviews are backed up with citations to supporting papers in the primary literature.
These citations are fantastic clues to help you find important papers you should contemplate reading yourself. With those references noted, return to PubMed and search
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FIGURE A.2 Navigating PubMed. (A) The PubMed homepage
provides an opportunity to search this database with keywords.
Several dropdown menus enable you to refine your search criteria and display your results in different formats. (B) Selecting an
Developmental
article
to furtherBiology
explore12e
provides both the abstract and potential
Barresi
mechanism
to acquire a pdf of the article. Additionally, this page
Dragonfly Media Group

DevBio12e_Appendix_26.02.ai

lists suggest similar articles and potentially those articles that
have cited your chosen article. (C) Clicking the “Full text” links
will bring you to a page where the pdf can be downloaded. If an
article is not freely available, then you may have to look for the
specific article of interest through an institution’s library page to
take advantage of potential subscriptions.
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for them directly. In PubMed you can also click on the authors’ names to find other
papers published by those same investigators (finding similar papers is best achieved
by clicking on the “corresponding author”). Moreover, while on a PubMed page for a
specific article, you can also see a list of “similar articles” or even other articles that
have cited the article you’re considering. These are all great ways to find additional
references of relevance (FIGURE A.2B). The new information gained from the review
articles should help you to further refine your ideas and to generate new keywords that
you can use for more targeted searches of PubMed.

Getting a PDF for an article
Next, you need to obtain the electronic full text or PDF versions of the articles you want
to read. Not all articles are freely accessible. If you are affiliated with a university or the
like, then your institution may have subscriptions to certain journals, in which case
access to the PDF versions can be granted through your library’s resources. Fortunately,
some journals are open access, and all “PubMed Central” articles are free to download.
On the PubMed page for your selected article (see Figure A.2B), you can access the full
text by clicking “Full text links” at the upper right. This will bring you to the journal’s
website and the article’s access point (FIGURE A.2C). The article access pages of different journals all look different, but there will be a clickable link to download the PDF
somewhere on this page.

Defining the Anatomy of a Research Paper
Once you have found an article of interest, the next step is to extract and analyze the
findings of the study. What were the authors’ research questions and hypotheses? What
approaches did the authors use to test their hypotheses, and are their conclusions actually supported by their stated findings? These are only a few of the many questions you
might consider when reading a research paper. Here’s another question: Do you have
to read the entire article? It depends on what you are hoping to gain from the study.
Maybe you are an experienced scientist merely seeking the methodology for a given
technique that you plan to use in a totally different context, in which case reviewing
the methods and some of the results might suffice. Alternatively, you might be a new
student of developmental biology and could really benefit from reading the article all
the way through, from beginning to end. Or you might be a student doing research
to write a predoctoral grant and have more than 100 papers you need to digest while
meeting a short deadline. How do you properly vet this volume of literature to have
confidence your grant aims are justified? Whatever the situation may be, research
papers generally have a consistent organization, so all readers can have confidence
that specific types of information will be provided in specific locations of the paper.
Once you understand this organization, you can efficiently read a study and extract
the specific information you seek.
A typical research article is divided into the following sections: Title, Authors, Abstract and/or Summary, Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion,
Acknowledgements, and References. To illustrate what these different parts contain,
we have selected an open-access article that is free for us to annotate and that relates
to our sample topic—the role of hox genes during limb development. We thank Dr.
Denis Duboule (the “corresponding author”), who granted us permission to use this
article for this purpose.

Author contributions
The list of authors behind the study is important for you to understand should correspondence be necessary (FIGURE A.3). Unless otherwise indicated, each author in
the list contributed to the study in different amounts and/or ways. Usually, the first
author in the list played the largest role in both the experimentation and the writing,
while each successive author played significant but lesser roles to help the study come
to completion. The one exception to this rule is the last author, who is usually the head
of the laboratory and consequently would have played a role in most if not all aspects
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FIGURE A.3 The anatomy of a
research paper: Authors and Abstract.

of the work, from its inception and funding to the experimental design and writing.
The last author is also most often the “corresponding author” (as seen in our example
paper by the Duboule lab). Feel free to reach out to the corresponding author should
you have questions about a paper you are studying.

Title and Abstract
The first impression a reader has of a study comes right away, while searching through
articles in PubMed, in the form of the paper’s Title and Abstract. The title often tries to
capture the essence of the major findings, while also providing the cellular or molecular
mechanistic context and the species used in the analysis (see Figure A.3). Giving the
title a critical read before and after you read through the full article can help you better see these different elements. The title of our example paper touches all the bases:
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• “Similarities and differences in the regulation of HoxD genes during chick
and mouse limb development.” (The main result is red; the cellular context
is orange; and the species are blue.)
The Abstract or Summary is a densely packed synopsis of the purpose, approach,
findings and conclusions of the study (see Figure A.3, lower half). Knowing how to
unpack an abstract into these discrete parts is an invaluable skill, which enables you
to quickly assess the value of a given article in relation to your objectives. Some papers
have a true abstract, while some others, like our example from PLOS Biology, may have
both an abstract and an author’s summary. Regardless, these summaries usually provide
some background context that sets up the significance of the study’s question and/or
hypothesis. They also state the experimental approach taken to answer the question
and/or test the hypothesis. The most significant findings are concisely presented and
tied to the authors’ conclusions. Lastly, abstracts usually end with the implications
the new findings might have on the broader scientific field. As you read over various
abstracts, we encourage you to try to visually code these different types of information
as we have exemplified here (see Figure A.3, color-coded breakdown).

The Introduction
The purpose of the Introduction section is to provide the minimum amount of background necessary to support the reader’s ability to 1) understand the rationale for why
the study was conducted, 2) appreciate the logic of the experimental design that was
employed to address the study’s questions, and 3) interpret the study’s results and
recognize how they impact the current thinking in the field (FIGURE A.4). Importantly,

FIGURE A.4 The anatomy of a research
paper: The Introduction. See Figure A.3
for key to color-coding.
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for your literature research, a good introduction is also a treasure trove of relevant references, from reviews to supportive primary literature. These references are all great
candidates for further reading, depending on how directly they relate to your chosen
research interests. Most introductions start by introducing the problem being addressed
and provide general background to establish the necessary context. An introduction
then becomes more specific, to the point of ending with another brief summary of the
study’s objectives, methods, results, and conclusions (see Figure A.4, color-coded text).
From the Abstract and this last section of the Introduction, the reader should be able
to get the “take-home” points of the study—at least from the authors’ perspective. It is
important to note that the research presented in these articles is meant to be critically
analyzed and validated by the scientific community, which does so by asking challenging questions and repeating the work. Results are never absolutely true: they are limited
by experimental uncertainty (their statistical significance), and they may be valid only
under the same conditions used in the study.

The Results
The Results and the Materials and Methods sections are undoubtedly the most detailed
and technical parts of a research paper. They are purposefully written in direct statements, with little to no prose dedicated to background or interpretation. The Results
section is supposed to provide objective and concise statements of the findings; however,
this section may also include some minimal, transitional articulation of the question to
be addressed and the approach taken, and some brief conclusions. Because of the lack
of explanatory language in the Results, you may need to do some additional reading to
fully understand how the experiments were conducted.
The Results section of our sample paper is conveniently broken up into subsections,
which help to demonstrate the intellectual flow from one finding to the next (FIGURE A.5).
Data are usually presented in tables and in figures that are accompanied by descriptive
figure legends. Callouts for the pertinent figures are provided in the text. A well-designed
figure has orienting labels that identify its different parts, which is further supported by
the figure’s legend.
Some figures are not included in the main body of the article but rather are provided
as “supporting information” or “supplemental materials.” Supporting information is
only accessible from the journal’s website (see Figure A.5, right). Video recordings, for
instance, are usually called out as online-only supplemental material.

The Discussion
The Discussion section may begin with a brief reiteration of the major findings and conclusions of the study, but more often it is broken up into topical subsections (FIGURE A.6).
The purpose of the Discussion is to 1) justify the authors’ interpretations of the results,
2) relate the findings to the broader context of the field, 3) address similarities and differences with other, comparable studies, 4) discuss the broader implications of the work
to the field and beyond, and 5) offer what may be some of the next logical questions.
Often the Discussion also includes a summary illustration or schematic that proposes a
“model” of how the authors interpret their findings (see Figure A.5, bottom). Knowing
that these types of perspectives are communicated within the Discussion section can
help readers find them quickly.

Materials and Methods
The Materials and Methods section is similar to the Results section, in that it describes
as directly and concisely as possible the experimental design and methodologies performed (FIGURE A.7). Fortunately, it is convention to break up this section into as
many discrete subsections as reasonable, so that readers can quickly locate pertinent
information. Importantly, if a method was described in a previously published paper,
then that paper will be cited, and the authors will describe only their own alterations
to the protocol. Therefore, you may need to read additional papers solely for information about a protocol of interest. Although the Materials and Methods section is meant
to enable other laboratories to repeat a given experiment, in practice space limitations
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FIGURE A.5 The anatomy of
a research paper: The Results.

in the journal often preclude the inclusion of some important methodological details.
Fortunately, there is always a corresponding author, who should be able to provide
more detailed protocols.

Reading the article and exceptions to the rule
The consistent organization of information in a research article makes it easy to read
the parts in the order that best meets the reader’s needs. Each article serves different
purposes for different readers, and a reader’s level of expertise can also influence how
much of an article they need to read. After reading the Abstract, a highly experienced
scientist might jump directly to the figures and figure legends, then perhaps to the
Discussion to see how the authors are interpreting the results. Only after this might the
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FIGURE A.6 The anatomy of a
research paper: The Discussion.

scientist return to read the Results section, and, if they need more context, they might
skim the Introduction and Materials and Methods. As your own skills and experience
grow, so will your comfort level when you analyze research articles.
There are some extreme exceptions to the format described in this Appendix. For
instance, articles published in the journals Nature and Science (the two highest impact
factor journals) often merge the Introduction, Results, and Discussion into one continuous “Letter” or “Report.” Nevertheless, all the usual elements are represented within
these formats—you just have to tease them apart.
FIGURE A.7 The anatomy of a research
paper: The Materials and Methods.
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